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Abstract 
Microsoft.Net is a kind of most popular program development tool. This paper gave a detailed analysis concluded 
about some image processing technologies of the advantages and disadvantages by .Net processed image while the 
same algorithm is used in Programming experiments. The result shows that the two best efficient methods are unsafe 
pointer and Direct 3D, and Direct 3D used to 3D simulation development, and the others are useful in some fields 
while these technologies are poor efficiency and not suited to real-time processing. The experiment results in paper 
will help some projects about image processing and simulation based DotNet and it has strong practicability. 
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1. Introduction 
Digital image processing is the method and technology that process images to remove the noises, 
image enhancement, image restoration, image segmentation, feature extraction and so on. In recent years, 
with the development of the technology of image processing and improving the more and more algorithms, 
the science of digital image processing has been the important study in some fields of engineering, 
computer science, information science, physics, medicine, etc. Moreover, it has become the focus of 
research these years that combines both digital simulation method and the technology of computer 
graphics and image[1]. 
Microsoft .Net is an approach of software development of the Microsoft Corporation. Its core is .net 
framework and the C# language is the main development programming. Because some advantage of C#, 
which is simpleness, easy to use, powerful and cross-platform and so on, it has been one of the most 
efficient languages [2]. Some technologies of image processing are compared and analyzed in detail using 
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C# in this paper, and indicated the advantage and shortcoming of each method. It will help some projects 
about image processing and simulation based .Net Framework. 
2. Digital image processing technologies based on .Net 
There are five methods about image processing based on .Net. (1) GetPixel/SetPixel; (2) Memory array; 
(3) Unsafe pointer; (4) Windows Presentation Foundation˄WPF˅ ; (5) Direct 3D. Moreover, the 
Graphics class of GDI+ library may be used to operate graphic. The above five methods of the image 
processing technologies of the advantages and disadvantages will be compared in this paper using image 
inverse transformation which is one of the most common algorithms and the transformation formula is: 
R2 = 255 - R1 
G2 = 255 - G1 
B2 = 255 - B1                                                                    (1) 
Among them, R2, G2, B2 were the processed red color value, the processed blue color value and the 
processed green value respectively. R1ǃG1ǃB1 were color values in picture source. 
2.1 GetPixel/SetPixel 
The GetPixel/SetPixel method is the simple and direct in image processing using .net. The Bitmap 
class in .Net Framework provided these functions to implement and the class can load many picture 
format such as BMP, JPG, Gif, Tiff, Png etc. 
The main steps of processing : 1) Load image to save to the Bitmap object or get the image object of 
PictureBox, which can convert to the Bitmap object; 2) traverse all pixels of image and get the color value 
of each pixel using Getpixel(x,y) of Bitmap. As color is a structure in .net framework, the red value, the 
blue value and the green value can get easily through calling the variant of the structure; 3) calculate and 
get the color value of the current point (x,y) using formula (1); 4) set the new color value of the point( x,y) 
through SetPixel. 
The main source codes: 
Bitmap bmpIn = new Bitmap("E:\\test.bmp"); 
//Load picture 
  for (int i = 0; i < bmpIn.Width; i++) 
for (int j = 0; j < bmpIn.Height; j++){     
color cl = bmpIn.GetPixel(i, j);  
//get the color value of the current pixel point  
int r =255 - cl.R;  //get Red value 
int g =255 - cl.G;  // get Green value 
int b =255 - cl.B;  // get Blue value  
bmpIn.SetPixel(i, j,Color.FromArgb(r,g,b)); 
//set the color of the specified pixel 
}
The method can be implemented easily and has the satisfied result and cannot reach the real-time 
demand because of its poor efficiency. 
2.2 Memory array 
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The array method has the different processing strategy from the above, and improves executing 
efficiency greatly. The main idea of memory array is that load pixels of image to memory, which will be 
save as array, then do some operation of processing, and take these processed data into the final image 
files. The BitmaData class need be used here. The main steps are: 1) Load image to save to the Bitmap 
object or get the image object of PictureBox, which can convert to the Bitmap object; 2)  Instance 
BitmapData class, and lock Bitmap object to system memory through LockBits() of Bitmap object; 3) 
Copy the data of image to array using Marshal.Copy() in BitmapData object; 4) Process the data in array; 
5) copy the processed data in array to new image; 6) Unlock the Bitmap object using UnlockBit(). 
The main source codes: 
Bitmap bmp = new Bitmap("E:\\test.bmp");   
Rectangle rect = new Rectangle( 0 ,0 , bmp.Width , bmp.Height); 
BitmapData bmpData = bmp.LockBits(rect, ImageLockMode.ReadWrite , bmp.PixelFormat);  
IntPtr ptr = bmpData.Scan0;   
//gets the address of the first pixel data in the bitmp 
int bytes = bmp.Width * bmp.Height * 3; 
byte[] rgbValues = new byte[bytes];  
//declare an array of byte  
System.Runtime.InteropServices.Marshal.Copy(ptr, rgbValues,0,bytes); 
//copy data  
for(int count=0;count<rgbValues.Length; count ++) 
rgbValues[count] = (byte)(255 - rgbValues[count]); 
//inversing operation 
System.Runtime.InteropServices.Marshal.Copy 
(rgbValues,0,ptr,bytes);   
bmp.UnlockBits(bmpData); 
GetPixel/SetPixel method was not used because of the low efficiency, then the method improved the 
processing speed greatly. 
2.3 Unsafe pointer 
The operation speed of array method above had been improved greatly, but the efficiency of processing 
is not satisfied when raising complexity of operating algorithm or using bigger size picture. We need a 
high-performance program of image processing as well as C++ program, which processed picture using 
memory pointer that can operate data of memory directly so the performance efficiency is improved 
remarkablely. C# language of .Net the memory pointer was not used generally, but it will be used in some 
specific conditions. In order to correctly use this method the current project should support unsafe codes 
and use unsafe̗Ă̙to mark the source code with pointer. To get the address of the first pixel data the 
pointer method need use the property Scan0 of BitmapData class. 
The main steps of the memory pointer method is: 1) Load image to save to the Bitmap object or get the 
image object of PictureBox, which can convert to the Bitmap object; 2) Instance BitmapData class, and 
lock Bitmap object to system memory through LockBits() of Bitmap object; 3) Get the address of the first 
pixel data by using Scan0; 4) Traverse data of image and directly adjust these datum; 5) Unlock the 
Bitmap object using UnlockBit(). 
The store format should be considered as operating data of memory with pointer method. 1) The order 
of three-component of each pixel is Blue then Green then Red in system memory; 2) Byte alignment 
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problems that a blank area(see figure 1) need be jump after traversing pixel data of one row to avoid the 
result of twist deformation of processed image [4]. 
Figure 1 Bitamp data format 
The main source codes: 
Bitmap bmp = new Bitmap("E:\\test.bmp"); 
BitmapData bmpdata = bmp.LockBits(rectˈImageLockMode.ReadWriteˈ bmp.PixelFormat);  
Unsafe{   
  byte * ptr = (byte*)( bmpdata.Scan0);   
//gets the address of the first pixel data in the bitmp 
for (int i = 0; i < bmpdata.Height; i++) 
for (int j = 0; j < bmpdata.Width; j++){    
ptr[0] = (byte)(255 - ptr[0]); 
            ptr[1] = (byte)(255 - ptr[1]); 
            ptr[2] = (byte)(255 - ptr[2]); 
            ptr += 3; 
}
ptr += bmpdata.Stride - bmpdata.Width * 3;   
// stride the blank area 
}
bmp.UnlockBits(bmpdata); 
As using pointer to operate data of memory in this method, the processing speed is very high [3]. 
2.4 WPF method 
Windows presentation foundation (WPF) is a new generation graphic system of Microsoft, which need 
be run at .Net Framework 3.0. It provided the unified description and operation method to deal with user 
interface, 2D/3D graphic, document and multimedia, etc. WPF brings 2D/3D interface of unprecedented 
based on the technology of DirectX 9/10 and can make the image processing function great improvement 
of Microsoft Windows. WPF provides new serials API functions to display and edit image compared with 
winform programs’ GDI+ API [5]. 
The main processing steps with WPF are: 1) Instance  BitmapSource object and load picture; 2) Copy 
the data of image to array with CopyPixels function; 3) Process the data in byte array; 4) Create a new 
Image and get the final result. 
The main source codes: 
Stride
Width
˞ˣˮ˞ˣˮ˞ˣˮ˞ˣˮ˞ˣˮ˞ˣˮ˴˴
˞ˣˮ˞ˣˮ˞ˣˮ˞ˣˮ˞ˣˮ˞ˣˮ˴˴
˞ˣˮ˞ˣˮ˞ˣˮ˞ˣˮ˞ˣˮ˞ˣˮ˴˴
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BitmapSource bmpsrc =  
new BitmapImage(new Uri("E:\\test.bmp"));  
//load picture 
int stride =  
bmpsrc.PixelWidth* bmpsrc.Format.BitsPerPixel/8; 
int offset = stride % 3;  
int index = 0; 
bmpsrc.CopyPixels(ImagePixelData, stride, 0);   
// Copy the data of image to array 
for (int i = 0; i < h; i++) 
  for (int j = 0; j < w; j++) 
  { 
ImagePixelData[index] =  
(byte)(255 - (int)ImagePixelData[index]); 
ImagePixelData[index + 1] =  
(byte)(255-(int)ImagePixelData[index + 1]); 
     ImagePixelData[index + 2] =  
(byte)(255-(int)ImagePixelData[index+2]); 
     index += 3; 
  } 
  index += offset;   // stride the blank area 
BitmapSource bmpnew = BitmapSource.Create(w, h, bmpsrc.DpiX, bmpsrc.DpiX , 
PixelFormats.Bgr32, null, ImagePixelData, stride); 
The performance efficiency of WPF is similar to memory array method, but it has the problem of byte 
alignment. 
2.5 Direct 3D method 
Direct 3D is a kind of 3D graphic API functions based on common object mode (COM) of Microsoft. 
For graphic display interface (GDI) was bypassed, it can directly operate bottom hardware supported the 
API to improve the speed of processing. As suited to multimedia, entertainment, real-time 3D animation 
and so on, Direct 3D had played an important role in some application filed of computer simulation. 
However, Direct 3D need to use texture to process picture. 
To make the code easy managed Direct 3D pattern was used and the main steps are:1) Create the 
display module of Direct 3D and load picture with texture mouthed; 2) Lock texture and get image data; 3) 
Traverse data of image and directly adjust these datum; 4) Unlock texture and get the final result. 
The main source codes: 
Texture texture =  
TextureLoader.FromFile(device, "E:\\test.bmp" );    
//loads picture as texture  
SurfaceDescription s =  
texture.GetLevelDescription(0); 
uint* pData = (uint*) texture.LockRectangle(0, LockFlags.None).InternalData.ToPointer();  
//gets the pointer of image data  
for (int i = 0; i < s.Width; i++) 
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  for (int j = 0; j < s.Height; j++){       
uint c1 = *pData; 
     byte[] ff = BitConverter.GetBytes(*pData); 
     ff[0] = (byte)(255 - ff[0]); 
     ff[1] = (byte)(255 - ff[1]); 
     ff[2] = (byte)(255 - ff[2]); 
     ff[3] = (byte)(255 - ff[3]); 
     *pData = (uint)BitConverter.ToInt32(ff,0); 
     pData++; 
   } 
texture.UnlockRectangle(0); 
The performance efficiency of Direct 3D is similar to memory pointer method.  
3. Performance analysis 
The Methods above are implemented by programming in Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 and the 
programming language is C#. In order to accurately test the efficiency of all methods, a high precision 
time counter, which is QueryPerformanceCounter, was used in test program and the Timer component 
was not used for its low precision. As compiled source codes, code optimization and release mode were 
adopted to make all methods of image processing achieve the optimal effect. The program runs on the 
computer, whose processor is core 2 duo 1.8G and Memory is 2G and operating system is windows Xp 
sp3.
The image inverse transformation algorithm is used and arbitrarily chooses two pictures. The size of 
one is 1024×768 pixels, another is 2560×1920 pixels, and the color depth is 24 bit and image format is 
bitmap (BMP). 
Figure 2    Result image 
The conversion effect of five processing methods was very satisfied, but their performance efficiency 
is different greatly. Different methods had different efficiency, see table 1. The different features were 
shown in table 2. 
Table 1 Efficiency compare 
Methods
Performance time˄ms˅
1024*768 pixels 24bit 2560*1920 pixels  24bit 
GetPixel 
/SetPixel 
2366 15068 
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Memory array 7 50 
Unsafe pointer 2 13 
WPF 9 53 
Direct3D 2 17 
Table 2  Feature compare of five processing methods 
GetPixel/
SetPixel 
Memory 
array
Unsafe
pointer 
WPF Direct3D 
Easily use easy-used easy not easy easier not easy 
Efficiency very low higher very high higher very high 
Code
complexity 
low higher high lower very high 
Byte 
alignment
no no yes yes no 
According to the experimental results, we find out the advantages and disadvantages of the five 
methods above. The method of GetPixel/SetPixel is easy but its poor efficiency can not be neglected. It is 
only applied these image processing projects that do not require high efficiency; the memory array 
method improves executing efficiency greatly relative to GetPixel/SetPixel method. However, the 
efficiency of processing is not satisfied when raising complexity of operating algorithm or using bigger 
size picture; WPF processing method is worth to be popularized and applied for its self-advantages while 
its performance efficiency is similar to memory array. Undoubtedly, the unsafe pointer method and Direct 
3D are very high efficiency, and processing image will be completed transiently and the change of picture 
size is few influence. The unsafe pointer method was commonly used to some projects of image 
processing and 3D simulation development while the Direct 3D operation are tedious. But Direct 3D was 
generally applied to these development of three-dimensional simulation and 3D graph presentation, etc. 
4. Conclusion 
This paper gave a detailed concluded about some common image processing technologies based 
on .Net processed image, and analyses the advantages and disadvantages of these methods. According to 
the experimentation result, we get the scope of application of all of technologies. These technologies and 
methods mentioned in this paper are suited to all kinds of algorithms about image processing, such as gray 
level transformation, fuzzy processing, edge testing and target location, etc. The experiment results in 
paper will help some projects about image processing and simulation based .Net and it has strong 
practicability. 
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